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Rivka Galchen, a sometime ELLE contribu-
tor, finds the perfect medium for her post-
modern subject matter—from existentially 
 rattling phone calls about Chinese takeout 
to a newly sprouted appendage and furniture 
that moves itself out—in the 10 stories that 
comprise American Innovations  (Farrar, Straus 
and Giroux). This collection, which like her 

2008 novel, Atmospheric Disturbances,  responds to and echoes the 
surreal playfulness of the likes of Gogol and Borges, satisfy ingly 
packages her wit and absurdist inclinations. Galchen plunges 
us into head-scratching  romantic and domestic scenarios with 
untrustworthy guides, then yanks us right back out, leaving us 
gasping for breath, unsure of what exactly has happened.

We’re led through this skewed universe by lonely women 
in broken or breaking relationships who define themselves by 
what they’re not doing—not making spaghetti, not surfing the 
Internet, not feeling like crying behind the boiler in the base-
ment. Perhaps most affecting is “Wild Berry Blue,” an adult’s 
account of first love from a little-girl perspective: so many 
“accum ulated moments of being nothing.” She reflects, “All my 
life love has felt like a croquet mallet to the head. Something 
absurd, ready for violence. Love.” You said it, sister.

Elsewhere, Galchen’s unmoored ladies  express haunted feel-
ings. The recently unemployed fabulist of “The Lost Order” 
describes herself as “a daylight ghost, a layabout, a mal pensant, a 
vacancy”; the grad student in “The Region of Unlikeness” who 
meets a so-called time expert with a scientific secret feels like 
“the most unredeemed of ghosts”; the tenant of “Real  Estate” 
occupies her aunt’s eerie apartment building because she spot-

ted her dead father in 
the neighboring gyro 
shop and gets “the sense 
that ghosts like to re-
turn to the same places.” 
While the women con-
gratulate themselves on 
their rationalism, their 
 voices betray their falter-
ing grip on it. 

Life mirrors chess, the 
dystopian writer in “The 
Late Novels of Gene 
Hackman” contends, as 
we slide our knights from 
the “square of reason” to 
the “square of paranoia.” 
Reading how Galchen 
plays out those slippery 
tactics is an irresistible 
intellectual pleasure.

[FICTION]

second 
(and third) 
thoughts

spectral, demanding stories 
from a brilliant young writer

By Elyse Moody

Galchen
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The eLLe’s 
LeTTres 2014
readers’ prize
15 ELLE readers choose their favorite 

among three promising new 

books—this month, family 

mysteries by best-selling writers.

1. And the dArk 

SAcred night 
JuLIa GLass 
(PaNTHEON)
Plenty of thumbs went up 

for this richly detailed story in which 
Kit Noonan, a man in the throes of a 
midlife crisis, sets out to learn the 
identity of his biological father—a 
quest that finally connects him with 
his paternal clan and leads to a 
revisiting of characters from earlier 
Glass novels: the Whole World Over 
and her National Book award–
winning 2002 debut, three Junes.

2. nO BOOk But the WOrld 
LEaH HaGEr COHEN
(rIVErHEaD)
ava and Fred enjoyed a 
carefree childhood as 
siblings with the run of 

the private academy founded by 
their father, a proponent of 
rousseauian free education. But 
after a long separation, ava learns 
that Fred is in dire legal trouble, 
and her return to his side leads her 
to reexplore the costs and 
consequences of their upbringing, 
which effectively shielded Fred 
from having a certain differentness 
about him diagnosed. 
Commenters lavished praise on 
the thought-provoking narrative 
but bridled at the darkness of its 
final pages.

3. the Other StOry 
TaTIaNa DE rOsNay
(sT. MarTIN’s)
Nicolas Duhamel has 
had the ill fortune to 
write a best-selling novel 

at age 24; now he’s beset by 
writer’s block, which he combats 
by traveling to a chichi Tuscan 
resort and sexting and womanizing 
shamelessly. It was all a bit ab-fab 
for many readers—though those 
who stayed with the story as 
Duhamel gradually uncovers his 
scandalous faux-French origins felt 
amply rewarded by the guileful 
saga.—B.d.

[BOOKs] 

TrusT us

NOT GETTING aNy yOuNGEr
Cartoonist Roz Chast’s inspired 
graphic memoir Can’t We Talk 
About Something More 
Pleasant? (Bloomsbury) is a tour 
de force of dark humor and 
illuminating pathos about her 
parents’ final years—from her 
self-effacing father’s creeping 
dementia to her opinionated 
mother’s prolonged deathbed 
vigil—as only this quirky genius of 
pen and ink could construe them.

BLurrED LINEs
actor, director, academic, visual 
artist, and writer James Franco’s 
latest book is a strong, artful 
poetry collection, Directing 
Herbert White (Graywolf), that 
casually yet majestically conjures 
the icons, ironies, and infamies of 
Hollywood’s celebrity culture via 
the striking imagery and insider 
wisdom of poems that read like “a 
little film festival in your mind.”

KNOW WHEN TO FOLD ’EM
In The Noble Hustle: Poker, Beef 
Jerky, and Death (Doubleday), 
best-selling author Colson 
Whitehead offers a sly, 
shambling, self-appraising riff on 
how he—a fervent amateur (and 
newly divorced father)—braved a 
Las Vegas World series of Poker 
tourney after a short, woolly 
training stint in atlantic City 
casinos.—Lisa shea

196 To see readers’ comments on this month’s books, go to ELLE.com/readersprize.  
Want to become a Readers’ Prize juror? E-mail us at eagerreader@hearst.com.BooksinteL


